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ABSTRACT 

+ 0 + + +0 . 
A measurement of the rates K ~ iT + iT , K ->- fJ. iT v, and 

K+ ~ e + + iTO + v with respect to K+ ~ fJ. + v has been made by using a 

magnetic spectrometer and spark chambers. Both the range and mo-

mentum of the charged decay product are measured and compared with 

a Monte Carlo calculation. The decay in flight of the·K+ mesons and 

the scattering of pions into the apparatus !=lre rejected by a decay-time 

requirement. 

The results of the branching ratio measurement are 

r(KfJ.2) = (65.0±0.0)%, r(K;2) = (19.8±1.1)%, r(KfJ.3) = (3.5±0.6)%, and 

r(K
e3

) = (4.4±0.4)%, on the assumptions r ('T) = (5.57 ±0.03)% and 

r('T') = (1.71±0.007)% . 
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1. INTRODUC TION 

We report here the results of measurements of the branching 

+ ratios of the decay of the K meson, in particular the relative rates of 

K + -+ 1T + :I- 1TO (K 1T 2 ) , 

+ + 0 
K ... 1.1 + v + 1T (KI.13) , 

and + + 0 
K . - e + v + 1T (K e 3) 

+. + 
with respect to the mode K ... 1.1 + v (KI.12)' Table I and Fig. 1 show 

th It f ' t fth t't' 1-15 e resu s 0 prevlous measuremen s 0 ese quan 1 les. 

Prior to 1964, determinations of these branching ratios had been 

made by use of emulsions and heavy-liquid bubble chambers. Such mea-

surements have two pos sible sources of systematic errors that limit the 

accuracy of the results: (a) K+ decay in flight, which confuses the sep-

aration of the K 2 and K1T2 modes from the other modes; (b) the energy 
.1.1. 
dependence of the fiducial volume, which causes uncertainty in the number 

of detectable decays. 

One of the objectives in the design of this experiment was to min-

imize these possible errors. 

A second objective of the experiment was to obtain a more pre-

cise determination of the ratio r{K
1T2

)/r(KI.12)' There is presently no 

theoretical calculation of this ratio, but the previous experimental re-

sults are sufficiently scattered to warrant further investigation. 

The hadron current describing the sernileptonic three-body K 

decay involves two form factors, f+(q2) and f _ (q2), which are scalar 

functions of the square of the four-momentum transferred to the leptons, 

2 
q. Both the ratio of decay rates of these modes r(KI.13)/r(K

e3
), and 
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the muon polarization can be expres sed as functions of the ratio: 

t (2) f ( 2)/f (2) p. . I· d 16. d· t s q = _ q + q. res ent expenmenta eVI ence In lca es 

is real; however, previous experiments yield widely varying results 

for the value of s(q2) as determined from branching ratios and mea

surements of K 3 muon polarization. 1-15, 17, 18 Figure 2 shows these 
. f.l 

results. A purpose of this experiment was to investigate this discrep-

ancy. 

It has been suggested that an underestimate of the momentum

transfer dependence of the form factOrs, f+(q2) and f_ (q2), could be 

responsible for a misinterpretation of branching ratio measurements of 

the semileptonic modes. 18 , 19 In calculating the effects of strong q2 

. dependence we find it has little effect on the momentum spectra of the 

charged lepton. 20 Thus, allowing for a large variation of the form 

factors does not bring the value of S as determined by a measurement 

of r(Kf.l3)/r (Ke3) into agreement with that of the polarization measure

ment. 

The form factors can be expanded in powers of q2/m 2. If the 
. v 21 

dependence on q2 is small only the first term need be retained: 

Previousexperiments
22 

have determined A+ = 0.023 ±0.008. As no pre

cisemeasurement of A_ has been made, we have assumed A_ = O. 

In establishing the branching ratios, we have compared the data 

with theoretical predictions of the momentum ~pectra based on hypoth-

esis of local leptonic coupling, muon electron universaility, and 

. t . 1 t· k . . 23 vee or-aXla -vec or wea InteractIons. The expression that is used 

" 
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in relating S to the measured brC).nching ratios of the semileptonic modes 

was obtained by Cabibbo:
24 

r (KIJ.3)/r(Ke3 ) = 0.6487 +0.1045 Mi X+/11r2 + Re[S(0)](0.12.69 +0.006 

Mi X+/Mrr2) + 1 S(O) 12 (0.0193 - 0.0053 Mi X+/Mrr
2

). 

. 2 h 2 25 
This equation was evaluated with X+ = 0.023 and S(O) = f_ (q = O)/f+(q = 0). 

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

A. Beam 

+ . 
K mesons were produced from protons in the external proton 

beam of the Bevatron impinging on a platinillll target. The target was 

6.5 cm along the proton beam, 0.62 cm wide, and 0.95 cm high. Figure 

3 shows the transport system for the K+ beam, 500-MeV/c ±50/0, from 

. + 
the production target to the K stopping region. This system produced 

a K+ image separated from the pions and protons by use of a separator 

with crossed electric and magnetic fields. It employed strong-focusing 

bending magnets (M2 and M3) to reduce the overall length of the flight 

path while retaining the focusing properties of a quadrupole system. 

The momentum spread at the stopping target was reduced to ± 20/0 

by means ofa wedge- shaped carbon degrader placed at the first focus. 

The angular acceptance from the production target was 5 millisteradians, 

and the image size at the stopping target was 2.5 cm horizontally and 

1.8 cm vertically. The vertical separation between K+'s and protons 

was 6.1 cm, and between K+' s and pions 2.1 cm. Approximately 3000 

K+ mesons were transmitted to the stopping target per Bevatron pulse 
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. of 5X 10
11 

protons incident on the production target, and of these, 800 

were stopped. 

B. Apparatus 

Figure 4 shows a scheITlatic drawing of the apparatus, including a 

typical K-decay particle trajectory. The directions and positions of an 

orbit were deterITlined by'twelve wire spark chambers placed at the eri-

trance and exit of the spectroITleter. The spectronleter was designed so 

that rays leaving the center of the target would focus on a plane approx-

iITlately coincident with the F1 ""ire chaITlber independent of their initial 

angle.
26 

The position along this focal plane of the iITlage of such a point 

source is detennined only by the ITlOITlentUITl of the particles and the dis

pe rsion ofthe spectroITleter, approxiITlately 0.85 crn/ (Me V / c). Another 

property of the spectroITleter is that rays of different ITlOlnentUITl leaving 

the center of the target along the optic axis all exit froITl the magnet 
./ 

parallel to one another. The ITloITlenhun acceptance of the spectroITleter 

is fron~ 120 to 235 MeV/c. 

Leaving the spectroITleter, a particle continued on until it stopped 

in a spark chaITlber with twenty 0.635- CITl aluITlinUln plates (exit chaITlber). 

A wedge-shaped polyethylene degrader was placed between the exit of the 

spectrOlneter and the spark chaITlber so that the higher ITlOITlentuID nluons 

from KfJ.2 would stop in the exit chaITlber. 

An event trigger was forITled by a delayed coincidence between 

the stopping K+ telescope, the decay telescope forITled by S21 and S22' 

and a pair of scintillation counters at the focal plane. The tiITle between 

a stopping K+ event and the subsequent decay product that passed through 

counter 5 21 and 522 waS recorded with a tim.e-to-height converter systen1, 
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and this inforrrlation was used to rejedevents in which the K+ decayed 

in flight. 

Surrounding the K+ stopping region was a set of three spark 

charrlbers with brass plates. These charrlbers were designed to detect 

the "y rays resulting frorrl 'lTD rrleson. decay, and were not used in the as-

pect of the eXperirrlent herein reported. 

C. Efficiency Measurerrlents and Calibration 

The efficiency of the focal-plane wire spark charrlbers was rrlea-

sured by extrapolating tracks observed in the exit spark charrlber back to 

the focal plane. The ratio of the nUrrlber of recorded wire charrlber tracks 

to the total nUrrlber of tracks then gave the efficiency as a function of posi-:-

tion or rrlOrrlenturrl at the focal plane; the efficiency is shown in Fig. 5. 

The efficiency of the exit chamber waS rrleasured at the Be rkeley 184-inch 

cyclotron and found to be 95 ± 2% efficient, independent of particle type or 

position in the charrlber. 

The spectrorrleter field was rrleasured and fitted with sirrlple poly-

nomials to an accuracy of approxirrlately 1%. This representation of the 

field was used in a cOrrlputer prograrrl that sirrlulated particle trajectories 

through the systerrl. The accuracy of the orbit-tracking calculation waS 

checked in two ways: (a) cOrrlparison with floating-wire rrleasurerrlents, 

and (b) cOrrlparison between prediction and actual position of the Kf.l2 and 

K'lT2 rrlornenturrl peaks. In the first rrlethod the prograrrl predicted wire 

trajectories to an accuracy of approxirrlately 2 rrlrrl at any point along the 

wire. This uncertainty was included in the final analysis. The second 

check on the reliability of the prograrrl is discussed in the section de-

sc ri bing the Monte Carlo calculation. 
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D. Data Collection and Reduction 

A PDP .. 5 Digital EquipITlent Corp. on-line cOITlputer was used to 

ITlonitor the data-taking process as well as to record the data on ITlagnetic 

tape. Recorded data consisted of counter, wirechaITlber, and tiITle-of-

flight inforITlation for each event. In addition both a Vidicon system and· 

a filITl caITlera were eITlployed to digitize and record the spark positions 

of particle tracks in the exit spark chamber. 

A data reduction prograITl correlated the spark inforITlation into 

recognizable tracks, thinned the wire-ch~ITlber data, and ITlerged the in-

forITlation on one tape with the counter data for each event. The wire 

chamber thinning involved the averaging of adjacent wire addresses and 

recording these averaged addresses as well as the number of wires av

eraged. The points at which the particle trajectory crossed the wire 

chambers were used to reconstruct the momentuITl and initial position 

and direction of each event. The particle range was calculated from the 

focal plane to the stopping point in the exit spark chaITlber. 

As a ITleasure of the quality of a particular event we calculated 

the distance between the actual position of the first spark in the exit 

spark chaITlber and the expected position (estiITlated by extrapolation 

froITl the focal plane wire chaITlber). Another quantity, 2 
X , was used 

x 

iIi assessing the event reconstruction. This was defined as the square 

of tlie difference (measured in units of the expected deviation) between 

the actual location of the sparks at the focal plane and the location pre-

dicted according to the entrance wire chaITlber addresses and the calcu-

lated ITlOITlentuITl. 
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If one of the focal plane wire challlbers failed to report, its ad-

dress was constructed by an extrapolation from the wire chamber that 

did report to the first spark in the exit spark challlber. If n~ither focal 

plane chamber reported, the reconstruction was made by using the path 

of the track as observed in the exit chamber. All such reconstructions 

were noted on the output tape. For those events with more than one 

possible set of initial or final conditions, all possible combinations were 

formed and the set with the minimum X 2 was chosen. 
x 

The resultant reconstruction for each event was then subject to 

a final reduction by a variety of requirements, which are discussed in 

Section IV. 

III. MONTE CARLO CALCULATION 

The procedure of the analysis ~as to compare the fiIlal data with 

distributions generated by a Monte Carlo calculation and determine the 

relative number of events for each mode with respect to the number fbr 

KI-L2 The routine was designed to simulate events and to analyze these 

events with the data-reduction programs. Decay events with initial mo-

menta randomly generated from their respective theoretical momentum 

distributions were tracked by the orbit-tracking program through the 

system. The energy loss, straggling, and scattering were calculated 

for the hypothetical particle passing through the various pieces of material 

along the trajectory. For electrons, radiation and corrected ionization 

. 27-29 losses were lncluded. 

The decay in flight and nuclear absorption of the pions were also 

simulated. In the case in which the mock pion had decayed (via IT- I-L + v) 
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in flight frorn the target to the exit spark chamber, the trajectory of the .. 
resultant muon was followed to the end of its range. -Pion nuclear ab-

sorption was determined by using experimentally measured cross sections 1.J 

for nuclear interactions of pions in various materials, including large 

. 3031 
angle scattering and productIon of stars.' The wire chamber cros s-

ing positions, the counters that fired, and the positions of the first and 

last sparks in the exit spark chamber were generated, and this information 

was thenproces sed by the data- analysis programs.· 

The scanning of the· exit chamber included as primary tracks those 

decays which occurred within 10 deg of the initial particle direction. This 

bias was also included by calculation of the trajectory of the electron re-

suIting from pion and muon decay at rest. The efficiency of the focal 

plane wire chambers as a function of momentum was included by folding 

the efficiency (see Fig. 5) into the momentum distributions for the different 

modes correcting for the fraction of reconstructed events. 

Figure 6 shows four comparisons of the data with the Monte Carlo 

results. Plot I is a distribution of the length of KJ.L2 muon tracks in the 

exit chamber. Plot II is the distribution of deviation of the first spark in 

the exit chamber from the projection using the focal plane wire chambers. 

Plots III and IV are distributions of particle initial position and angle re-

spectively, as projected from entrance wire chamber addresses. The 

values of x2divided by the number of degrees of freedom for these plots 

are 1.19, 1.99, 1.07, and 0.84 respectively. These particular distributions 

display the ability of the Monte Carlo calculation to simulate data. Plots I 

and II reflect the orbit tracking, while Plots III and IV indicate the accep-

tance by the spectrometer. 

, 
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IV. DATA SAMPLE AND GATE REQUIREMENTS 

The final data sample consists of 18000 events in the momentum 

interval 120 to 240 MeV/c. rhe momentum distribution at the focal 

plane is compared with the Monte Carlo calculation in Fig. 7. 

In Fig. 8 the data are shown as a two-dimensional plot of morn en-

turn vs difference between the observed range and the muon range for 

that momentum. In this plot muons appear in a horizontal band about 

t:.R = 0, and pions appear in an approximately horizontal band about 

t:.R = -10.0 g/cm
2

; electrons have no definite range. 

The data shown in Figs. 7 and 8 have been selected to satisfy 

various criteria that serve to remove background and ambiguous events. 

The selection requirements were chosen to minimize any biases that 

might depend on the mode of decay. The events generated by the Monte 

Carlo calculation were subject to the same selection requirements. 

These included a lower lirnit(approximately 15 nsec} on the decay time 

distribution, 32 to eliminate K+ decay in flight and prompt pions scattering 

into the apparatus; an upper limit on X 2 to minimize the number of events x 

reconstructed from accidental wire addres ses; and limits on the initial . 
conditions of events to insure physically reasonable trajectories. Figure 

9 shows the above distributions with their respective limits of accept-

ability. 

V. FINAL ANALYSIS 

A. Background Subtraction 

There are three major sources of background: K+ decay in flight, 

+ 
1T scattering out of the beam into the apparatus, and events corning from 
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sources other than the target. The decays inflight and the scatterings 

occur as prompt events with respect to the arrival of a trigger in the 

beam telescope and thus can be made negligible by adjustment of the 

lower limit on the decay time. 

The remaining background was removed by a subtraction from 

the data. Comparison of the momentum spectrum of events originating 

from the target with that of events whose projected initial position is out-

side the target (see Fig. 9-1) shows that there are significantly more off-

target events with momentum below the KjJ.2 region. Explicitly, the ratio 

of events below 190 MeV/c to total events is {14.8±1.1)% for events 

originating inside the target volume {31.0 ± 2.5)%for events originating 

outside. The larger fraction of low-momentum events results from an 

increase in material through which these particles pass,' and the only such 

material is the '(-ray spark chambers positioned about the target. The 

K+' s in the beam scatter out of the stopping region and stop in the plates 

+ . 
of these chambers. The scattered K 's that decay from these plates are 

distributed nearly uniformly over the faces of the chambers, and some 

decay trajectories pass through the target volume. These events are in-

distinguishable from normal events in which the K stopped in the target; 

however, their momentum is reduced; 

The range momentum distribution of the background was made by 

a M~nte Carlo calculation assuming the scattered K+'s to be uniformly 

distributed over the face of the chambers. The ,stopping positions in the 

brass were determined by using experimental range curves. The re-

sultant range-momentum array (see Fig. 10) was normalized to the data 

by the fraction of background events under the peak of the initial position 
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distribution. A straight-line fit to the data outside the peak of Fig. 9-1 

was made. The number of events under this line that met the selection 

criteria was the'n used as the number of background events. The nor-

malized background was subtracted from the data range-momentum plot. 

B. Method 

The branching ratio was finallydeterrnined by an analysis of the 

two-dimensional range-momentum scattergrams. These scattergrams 

were divided into regions or cells as shown in Fig. 8. This cell struc-

ture was chosen so that the majority of events could be clas sified as 

follows: 

Cells (1, 1) and (1, 2) K 
e3 

electrons; 

Cell (3,2) KfJ.2 muons; 

Cells (2, 1) and (2,2) : K 
fJ.3 

muons; 

Cell (3, 1) K1T2 pions; 

Cells (2, 3) and (2,4): K1T2 muons from decay in 

flight and at rest, background from K 2 
, fJ. 

muons originating from within the plates 

of the brass spark chambers, and KfJ.3 

muons. 

The + + - + + + 0 O. 
l' and 1" modes of decay (K --+ 1T 1T 1T and K --+ 1T 1T 1T ) 

were excluded from the system due to insufficient range of the decay 

pions. To determine the relative branching ratios, Ro = ro/r (K 2)' 
1 1 fJ. 

with i = K1T2 , KfJ.3' K e3 , a X2 function was constructed comparing the 

calculated and expe rimental data di stributions ona cell- by- cell basis, 

d th 2 0 0 0 d 34 an e X wa s mlnlmlZ e . The unce rtainties included in the 
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formation of the X2 function were those due to statistical uncertainties 

in the data and the Monte Carlo calculation, and the uncertainty in the 

focal plane wire chamber efficiency .. In addition, instrumental uncer-

tainties and possible systematic errors, presented in Table II, were 

added to the errors resulting from the X2 minimization routine. 

C. Results 

. The range-momentum scatter plot for the final data sample is 

shown in Fig. 8 along with the division into bins. The calculated distri-

butions for the four modes measured in this experiment are shown in 

Figs. 11 through 14. The background calculation is shown in Fig. 10. 

Table III shows the data array after background subtraction; the input to 

. 2 
the X program for each mode, normalized and corrected for chamber 

inefficiencies; and the resulting composite array from the X
2 

minimization. 

The branching ratios calculated as relative rates normalized to the Kf.12 

cell are 

Kf.12 = 0.997 ± 0.015, 

K1T2 = 0.304 ± 0.017, 

Kf.13 = 0.054 ± 0.009, 

Ke3 = 0.069± 0.006. 

The errors include statistical and systematic uhcertainties as shown in 

Table II. 

The reason the Kf.12 is not identically 1.000 is that a small amount 

of Kf.12 muons extend beyond the (3,2) cell (see Table III). The actual 

normalization is to this cell, and the Kf.12 ratio is then evaluated along with 

the other branching ratios. 
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When one uses the accepted branching ratios for the three-pion 

modes, T' = (1.71±0.07)%and T = (5.57±0.03)%35 the branching ratios 

become 

KfJ.2 = (65.0 ± 0.9)%, 

K'TT'2 = (19.8 ± 1.1)%, 

K 3 = 3.5.± 0.6)%, 

~ 
Ke3 = 4.4 ± O.4)o/c . 

. Comparison of the composite range ... momentum plot for the Monte Carlo 

calculation with the data array, using the above branching ratios, yields 

a X
2 

of 8. 77 for six degrees of freedom. 

F rom the above one has 

which gives the form-factor ratio 

s(O) = 0.91 ±0.82, 

assuming A.+ = 0.023 and A. = 0.0. 

The momentum distribution of the KfJ.3 mode was generated for, 

'2 2 
both S(q ) = 0 and S(q ) = 1.0. These two spectra were compared with 

the data and both yielded the same value of r(KfJ.3) / r(Ke3) to within 

the statistical significance of the experiment. 

The result of the measurement of the KfJ.2/K'TT'2 ratio is 
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D. Conclusion 

As seen in Fig. 1, our results are in general agreement with 

previous measurements; in particular, we show general agreement with 

11 14, 15 
the other previous spectrometer measurements.' In view of the 

fa~t that our analysis was significantly different from previous methods 

and that the experimental apparatus was also different, the possible 

systematic errors of our results are, for the most part, different from 

previous branching-ratio determinations. That we do have an independent 

measurement and yet are also in disagreement with the polarization 

measurements of the parameter ; indicates that the discrepancy is most 

likely not due to systematic errors in the branching-ratio measurements. 

ln Section I the possibility that the discrepancy between the mea-

surement of ; by different methods is due to a large momentum-transfer 

dependence of the form factors was discussed and rejected. It was also 

observed that the charged-particle momentum spectrum is effectively in-

dependent of the value of ;(0), for ;(0) between zero and 1.0. Thus, any 

incorrectness of the branching ratio measurements is not likely to he due 

to assumpti~ns of the ; parameter in the various data analyses. 

Examination of Fig. 1 shows that our result of 

r(KfJ.2)/r(K1T2 ) = 3.28 ±O.18 is in agreement with previous results in the 

re&ion of 3.0, 4, 11 but is in conflict with the results lying in the region of 

2.5. 1,2, 12 Thus, when establishing a weighted average for these mea-

surements w~have excluded the latter, low results. This weighted av-

erage is 3.08±0.05, and is in good agreement with both the previous spec-

11 
trometer spark chamber measurement and this experiment. 
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4 Roe et al. '61 64.2 ±1.3 
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,'d 
Table II. SurnITlary of uncertainties and errors (o/o). 

Sources of Errors 

~. K 
TT2 ~ K ,e3 

Statistical fluctuation: Data ±0.8 ±3.0 ±6.3 ±5.8 

Statistical fluctuation: Monte ±1.0 ±1.5 ±3.5 ±3.5 
Carlo 

Tracking prograITl 
a ±3.0 ±3.0 ±3.0 ±3.0 

Location of pieces of apparatus 
a 0.0 0.0 ±1.0 ±1.0 

Pion nuclear absorption cross ±1.4 
sectionsa 

Energy-loss calculations ±0.8 .. ±2.5 ±0.8 ±1.0 

Electron scattering ±3.0 
& .... 

a. These errors do not affect r{K 3)/r{K 3) . ~ e 

'oO, 
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Table III. Range-ITloITlentuITl arrays. 

20.0 120-139 140-159 160-179 180-189 190":235 

'3' Range-ITloITlentuITl array: NUITlbers of events 
U . 

(data ITlinus backg round) 
N 

8 
u 

"-
b.O 

~ 
<l 

P (MeV Ic) 

5.0 106.2±10.9 134.5±12.5 177.1±18.2 51.5±13.9 

- 6.0 26.7± 5.7 252.3±17.9 448.4±49.5 99.4±59.0 15208,0±154.0 

- 20.0 1002.0±33.6 

Range- ITlOITlentUITlar ra y: Monte Carlo (arbi trary no rITlalization) 

K 
1:!:2. 

0.13 0.56 , 
0.13 0.52 1.26 556.44 

0.82 

K 'TT2 

1.28 10.15 5.57 

0.57 13.18 37.47 15.26 3.87 

117.58 

·K 
I:!: 3 

7.07 5.43 3.03 ' 0.55 

13.93 72.18 49.72 4.95 0.95 

1.16 

K e3 

46.76 68.62 39.05 7.48 

4.68 12.81 10.96 1.34 3.48 

1. 71 

Monte ·Carlo results scaled by branching ratios and sUITlITled: 

95.9 

33.8 

144.0 

242.6 

163.7 

·418.3 

1002.5 

75.9 

170.7 15204.5 

... 
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Figure Captions 

Branching ratio of previous- measurements. 

Comparison of ~(q2) by branching ratio and polarization. 

Plan view of K+ beam arrangement. 

Schematic drawing of Elbek spectrometer and detection apparatus 

+ (the K I S enter the scintillator target in a direction out of the plane of 

the paper). 

Fig. 5. Focal plane wire chamber efficiency as a function of momentum. 

Fig. 6. Comparison of data and Monte Carlo calculations. 

I. 

II. 

III. 
IV. 

Distribution of penetration into the exit chamber of muons 
from Kfl2. 

Deviation of actual spark location in the exit chamber from 
projected positions. 

Initial spatial distribution of events. 
Initial angular distribution of events. 

Fig. 7. Momentum spectrum as seen at the focal plane (solid line is data; 

dashed line is calculated histogram). 

Fig. 8. Data scatterplot. 

Fig.·9. Distributions with gates. 

I. Initial spatial distribution. 
II. X 2 distribution. 

x 
III. Ratio of events below 190 Me V / c to events above vs decay time. 

Fig. 10. Scatterplot of background calculation. 

Fig. 11. Scatterplot of Kfl2 Monte Carlo calculation. 

Fig. 12. Scatterplot of KTT2 Monte Carlo calculation. 

Fig. 13. Scatte rplot of Kfl3 Monte Carlo calculation. 
\ 

Fig. 14. Scatterplot of Ke3 Monte Carlo calcula tion. 
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